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NEW TEXTS:
P. Stephenson and J. Graham (eds.) 2010. Anthropology and Aging: Contesting the Paradigm of Loss, Toronto: University of Toronto Press.

HOT OFF THE PRESSES:

NEWER BOOKS AND ETHNOGRAPHIES ON AGING:

Aguilar, M. ed., 2006. Rethinking age in Africa: Colonial, post-colonial, and contemporary interpretations of cultural
Features


CLASSIC COMPARATIVE RESOURCES:
Features

Stanford University Press.


Prendergast, D. 2005. From Elder to Ancestor: Old Age, Death and Inheritance in Modern Korea, Kent, ENG: Global Oriental Monograph Series.


Simmons, L.W. 1945. The Role of the Aged in Primitive Society. New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press.

KEY PRE-1999 ETHNOGRAPHIES


Francis, D. 1984. Will you still need me, will you still feed me, when I’m 84? Bloomington, IN: Indiana Univ Press.


Features


**TEACHING:**

**KEY SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHY RESOURCE**

**JOURNALS**
*Journal of Cross-Cultural Gerontology* [www.springerlink.com/content/102929/](http://www.springerlink.com/content/102929/)
- Note: recent special issues on: Intracultural Variation, the Middle East; Social Change in Africa and Biological anthropology
*AARP International: The Journal* ([www.aarpinternational.org/journal](http://www.aarpinternational.org/journal))

**PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES / NETWORKS:**
IUAES Commission on Aging - Leng Leng Thang, Chair.
Aging in Developing Countries Network, [http://adcnet.psc.isr.umich.edu/links](http://adcnet.psc.isr.umich.edu/links)

**GATEWAY WEB SITES:**
AARP Global Aging Page - [www.aarpinternational.org](http://www.aarpinternational.org)
The Cultural Context of Aging Web Page [www.stpt.usf.edu/~jsokolov](http://www.stpt.usf.edu/~jsokolov)
The Aging in Developing Countries network [http://adcnet.psc.isr.umich.edu/people/](http://adcnet.psc.isr.umich.edu/people/)

**KEY REPORTS:**
The Comparative Study of Aging and Health in Asia (AHA), [http://aha.psc.isr.umich.edu/research.html](http://aha.psc.isr.umich.edu/research.html)
Gender and Aging in SE Asia and the Developing World, [www.phishare.org/partners/GenderAging/](http://www.phishare.org/partners/GenderAging/)
The Global Aging Initiative (Center for Strategic and International Studies) [http://csis.org/node/13319/publication](http://csis.org/node/13319/publication) gateway to new reports on China, Latin America and Post-Industrial Societies.